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Abstract

We have applied ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy to investigate the excited state dynamics of the blue copper
protein poplar plastocyanin, by exciting in the blue side of its 600-nm absorption band. The decay of the charge-
transfer excited state occurs exponentially with a time constant of approximately 280 fs and is modulated by well
visible oscillations. The Fourier transform of the oscillatory component, besides providing most of the vibrational
modes found by conventional resonance Raman, presents additional bands in the low frequency region modes, which
are reminiscent of collective motions of biological relevance. Notably, a high frequency mode at approximately 508
cm , whose dynamics are consistent with that of the excited state and already observed for other blue coppery1

proteins, is shown to be present also in poplar plastocyanin. This vibrational mode is reproduced by a molecular
dynamics simulation involving the excited state of the copper site.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The application of femtosecond pump-probe
spectroscopy to study the ligand-to-metal charge-
transfer(LMCT) dynamics of several blue copper
proteins w1–4x, has very recently gained large
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popularity, particularly because it gives informa-
tion on the excited state nuclear dynamicsw2,5–
8x and in addition circumvents the experimental
difficulties of Resonance Raman(RR) spectro-
scopy in discriminating the low frequency modes
w5x. Moreover, the dynamics following the optical
preparation of the LMCT band may provide useful
information on the processes associated with the
thermal electron transfer(ET) reaction in blue
proteins, even if the charge-transfer that occurs is
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not precisely equivalent to the physiological ET
w2,9x.
Femtosecond pump-probe studies on poplar and

spinach plastocyaninw1–3x, human ceruloplasmin
w2x and azurinw4x, have shown a close similarity
in the photophysics of these cupredoxin proteins.
In most of the blue copper proteins investigated,
it has been found that the charge-transfer state,
populated by pump pulses exciting their LMCT
bands, decays to the ground state in a single
relaxation step with a time constant of approxi-
mately 300 fs. Only for spinach plastocyanin,
Edington et al.w1x found that the charge-transfer
state decays non-radiatively, into an intermediate
d state with a 125-fs lifetime, from which a return
to the ground state with a time constant of 285 fs
occurs.
In a previous study on copper azurinw4x, upon

excitation with a 10-fs laser pulse centred at 550
nm, we have measured a charge-transfer state
lifetime of approximately 270 fs with the excited
state deactivation appearing essentially non-radia-
tive. Frequency domain analysis of the oscillatory
component superimposed to the signal decay and
due to the pump-induced vibrational coherence in
both ground and excited states, not only revealed
almost all the bands characterising the convention-
al RR spectrum of azurin but, in addition, put into
evidence the presence of other vibrational modes.
The most striking vibrational feature appearing in
the Fourier spectrum of the protein is a relatively
high frequency mode peaking at approximately
500 cm w4x. The linear-prediction singular-valuey1

decomposition(LPSVD) analysis in azurinw4x
provided for such a mode, a time consistent with
the excited state dynamics. This band had been
found also in spinach plastocyanin and human
ceruloplasmin by Book et al.w2x, who assigned it
to an excited state mode consistently with a Dus-
chinsky rotation and suggested the presence of this
mode as being a general characteristic of blue
copper proteins, although it was not found in
poplar plastocyanin.
In this context, due to our strong interest in the

spectroscopic, molecular dynamics(MD) and elec-
tron transfer properties of poplar plastocyanin
(pPC) (see Fig. 1) w10–16x and by taking advan-
tage of an unprecedented high resolution due to

10 fs pulse duration, we have revisited the excited
state charge-transfer dynamics of pPC by pump-
probe spectroscopy, exciting the sample protein in
the blue side of its strongest LMCT absorption
band(see Fig. 2).
In this paper, we report on the results of the

pump-probe spectroscopy measurements on pPC
and discuss them in connection also with those
concerning the other blue copper proteins investi-
gated with the same techniquew1–4x. We observe
an exponential fast excited state deactivation
occurring within approximately 280 fs. The Fourier
Transform (FT) analysis of oscillatory pattern
superimposed to the decaying signal reveals some
vibrational frequencies characterising the conven-
tional RR studies of this protein, in addition to a
new intense mode at approximately 508 cmy1

whose dynamics is consistent with that of the
excited state. Some low frequency modes are
observed between 20 and 80 cm .y1

In order to rationalise the presence of the novel
500 cm mode, which is common to the excitedy1

state of several blue copper proteins, we have also
performed a classical MD simulation study of the
excited state of pPC reproducing this mode.

2. Experimental and computational methods

pPC is a copper-binding protein of only 99
amino acids in size(see Fig. 1), belonging to the
cupredoxin family. It is localised in the thylakoid
lumen of the chloroplast and functions in photo-
synthesis as mobile electron carrier, transferring an
electron from cytochromef in photosystem II to
chlorophyll P700 in photosystem I.
In the ‘type I’ active site of pPC the copper

atom is ligated to a sulphur atom from a cysteine
residue, two nitrogens from histidine residues and
another sulphur atom from a methionine residue
(a schematic representation of pPC active site
structure is shown in Fig. 1). This site exhibits
unique spectral features that result from the unu-
sual geometric and electronic structures imposed
on the metal ion in the protein environment
w17,18x; the most striking one being are its intense
blue colour due to the strong absorption at approx-
imately 600 nm(see Fig. 2). This absorption is
two orders of magnitude greater than that found
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional structure of pPC showing the copper atom at the top(left); on the right a schematic picture of the pPC
active site is reported. These drawings were generated using coordinates from 1 plc file(Brookhaven Protein Data Bank).

with normal tetragonal complexes(´s5000 My1

cm vs.´-100 M cm ) in the same spectraly1 y1 y1

region.
Expression and purification of pPC were carried

out as reported elsewherew10x. The purity ratio
A yA is 1.1. The absorption spectrum of the280 597

protein, recorded at room temperature by a double
beam Jasco V-550 UVyvisible spectrophotometer,

using 1 cm path length quartz cuvettes, is shown
in Fig. 1.
For pump-probe experiments, 50ml of sample

at a concentration of 0.2 mM were kept in a 0.5-
mm-thick cuvette. The sample is first excited by a
pump pulse and, successively, the transmission
changes induced in the sample are investigated by
a suitably delayed probe pulse. The change in the
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Fig. 2. Absorption spectrum of pPC(70 mM in 20 mM sodium phosphate) in the visible region(solid line). The laser spectrum
used in the pump-probe measurements is also shown(dashed line). The pPC absorption band peaking at approximately 600 nm
corresponds to the S(Cys-p)™Cu LMCT transition(see text).

transmitted probe pulse energy induced by the
pump as a function of the time delay between the
pump and the probe pulses is recorded. The pump-
probe experiments were performed using a non-
collinear visible optical parametric amplifier,
pumped by the second harmonic of a Tiysapphire
laser at 1 kHz. The system generates pulses with
ultrabroad bandwidth, extending from 500 to 650
nm (the laser spectrum is shown in Fig. 2),
compressed to near transform-limited, sub-10-fs
duration by multiple reflections onto chirped die-
lectric mirrors w19x. Since the main focus of this
study is vibrational dynamics of pPC, we chose to
work with the highest possible temporal resolution.
To this purpose we selected a pulse spectrum
peaking at approximately 550 nm, that allows to
achieve the shortest pulsesw19x. Time resolved
measurements at specific wavelengths are obtained
by selecting, after the sample, spectral components
of the broadband probe pulse with 10-nm band-
width interference filters and combining differen-
tial detection with lock-in amplification.
Absorption spectra of pPC were taken immediately
before and immediately after the pump-probe

measurements to check that no photodegradation
had occurred.
The pump-probe signal, recorded as the differ-

ential optical transmissionDTyT as a function of
time delay between the pump and probe pulses,
consists of an exponential decay with superim-
posed an oscillatory pattern. The decay has been
fitted by using a single exponential with a constant
offset . In order to analyse theytyty t sAqBØeŽ Ž . .
oscillatory component of the signal(residual), we
have subtracted the fitting exponential decay from
the experimental data. The residual was firstly
analysed in the frequency domains, by a Fourier
Transform w20x, to obtain the frequencies of the
single vibrational components. Successively, the
LPSVD w21x routine provides, amplitude(A),
phase(f) and exponential decay constant(t) for
the vibrational components at frequencyn of thei

residual by fitting it to a function of the form:

w z
x |S(t)s A cosn tqf expytyt (1)Ž . Ž .i i i iy ~8i

The frequencies(n ) extracted from the Fourieri

spectrum were used as initial parameters.
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The molecular dynamics(MD) simulations of
hydrated pPC have been performed by using the
CHARMM packagew22x with Charmm27 as force
field including TIP3 model for water. Details of
simulations are reported elsewherew16x. By such
an approach, the main RR experimental features
approximately 400 cm have been reproduced byy1

calculating the Fourier transform of the Cu–
S(Cys84) distance autocorrelation functions
w16,23x.
Here we focus our attention to the excited state.

According to experiments, indicating that no net
motion of charge occurs upon excitationw24,25x,
the excited state of pPC has been described by
changing the equilibrium distance of the Cu–S
bond w23x. On such a ground, the potential energy
difference between the excited and ground states
results to be proportional to Cu–S distancexs

. Furthermore, a previous study has sug-Z Zr yrCu S

gested that the related force constantk assumes
the same value for both the ground and the excited
statesw23x. In order to reproduce the vibrational
features characterising the excited state, we have
extended this model to include the possibility that
the force constant for the excited state might be
characterised by a different value from that of the
ground state. On such a basis, the potential energy
difference DV of the excited state has been
expressed by:

2 2DVs(k yk )x y2(k x yk x )xqk xe g e 0,e g 0,g e 0,e
2yk x q´ (2)g 0,g

where and are the minima for the Cu–Sx x0,g 0,e

distance in the ground and excited state, respec-
tively, k and k are the force constants in theg e

ground and the excited state, respectively, and is´
a constant electronic energy gap. The values of
k and have been fixed equal to those previ-xg 0,g

ously used in Ref.w16x wk s110 kcaly(mol A )2g
˚

and s2.10 Ax. The two parameters andx x ´0,g 0,e
˚

of Eq. (2) have been estimated to reproduce the
absorption spectra and the values obtained are 2.35
A and 13060 cm , respectivelyw23x. The valuey1 ke˚
in Eq. (2) has been adjusted to reproduce the
excited state frequencies of pPC and finally it was
fixed at 290 kcaly(mol A ).2˚
The vibrational modes associated to the Cu–

S(Cys84)-ligand bond can be determined, in the
frequency domain, by taking the power spectrum
of the temporal evolution of the corresponding
bond distance as derived from the MD simulated
trajectories of the excited state. The power spec-
trum P(f) of a functionx(t) has been numerically
calculated by performing the Fourier transform of
the autocorrelation function ofX(T) by the maxi-
mum entropy method(MEM) (w26x and Refs.
therein).

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3a shows the time evolution of the pPC
pump-probe signal resolved at a wavelength of
560 nm. The signal is characterised, as well as
those obtained at other wavelengths, by a large-
amplitude feature at zero time delay(removed in
the figure). The inset in Fig. 3a, that shows the
pump-probe signal of the buffer only, indicates
that this spike is due to the buffer solution. Such
a spike has been found also by Book et al.w2x in
their pump-probe experiments on other blue copper
proteins and has been attributed to non-resonant
absorption of the buffer solution. Although the
solvent contribution covers the protein signal until
a delay time of approximately 100 fs, no oscilla-
tions are observed beyond this time delay.
The differential optical transmission(Fig. 3a)

decays from a positive value to the baseline with
superimposed oscillations. The exponential decay
is due to the recovery of the ground state, while
the oscillatory component corresponds to vibra-
tional coherence induced by the ultrashort pump
pulse in both ground and excited statesw2,5–8x.
The solid line in Fig. 3a, represents the best fit of
the differential optical transmission signal obtained
by using a sum of a decaying exponential with a
constant offset(all the fitting parameters are
reported in the legend of Fig. 3). The data fit was
performed starting at the delay time for which the
buffer response has ceased and a time constant of
approximately 280 fs has been obtained; this value
is very similar to that obtained for pPC, spinach
plastocyanin and ceruloplasmin by Book et al.w2x,
and for azurin by the authorsw4x. This rapid decay,
due to non-radiative relaxation processes, indicates
that a fairly strong coupling exists between the
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Fig. 3.(a) Differential optical transmission, as a function of pump-probe delay, analysed at 560 nm for pPC. The diamonds represent
the experimental data(the line is a guide to the eye) (data below 100 fs have been removed, see text) while the solid line is the
best fit obtained by a sum of a single exponential decay with a constant offset: . The best-fit values are:Asytyty(t)sAqBØe
0.007"0.002;Bs0.215"0.016;ts280.2"26.7. Inset: wavelength-resolved pump-probe signal of bare buffer solution.(b) Oscil-
latory component(residual) obtained after subtraction of the exponential fit from experimental data of Fig. 1a(the line is a guide
to the eye).

ground and the excited states in all copper proteins
w2x.
It is interesting to note that the addition of a

relatively small offset(3% of the initial fit ampli-
tude) just above the noise level improves remark-
ably the fit of pump-probe signal decay. As
suggested in similar studies on spinach plastocy-
anin w2x and azurinw4x, this offset that appears
stationary on the time scale of the measurements,
could be an evidence of a small amount of popu-

lation becoming trapped on the excited state sur-
face and preventing the reestablishment of the
equilibrium on the few picosecond time scale of
the pump-probe experiments.
In order to analyse the oscillatory component

superimposed to the probe transmission decay, the
exponential fit was subtracted from the experimen-
tal data to produce the residual shown in Fig. 3b.
Successively, a careful Fourier transformw20x of
the residual was performed and the spectrum
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Fig. 4. Fourier spectrum of the residual shown in Fig. 1b. Most
of the bands appearing in the figure are typical of the conven-
tional RR spectra of pPC. Three low frequency modes are
observed between 20 and 80 cm . The band at 508 cm isy1 y1

that attributed to an excited state mode.

obtained is shown in Fig. 4. Some of the major
bands that appear in Fig. 4 are typical of the pPC
RR spectrum enhanced via excitation of the protein
in its strong 600 nm absorption bandw27,28x. The
RR spectra of this protein are quite complex and
approximately five bands between 350 and 500
cm arise from mixing of Cu–S stretching withy1

multiple heavy atom bending modes involving the
cysteinate ligand and adjacent residuesw27,28x. A
band at approximately 263 cm has previouslyy1

been assigned to the symmetric Cu–N stretch from
the histidine ligandsw27,28x. In the Fourier spec-
trum of Fig. 4, the bands at 426 and 263 cmy1

could correspond to the bands at the same fre-
quency in the RR spectra of the protein, while the
bands at 390 and 365 cm could be tentativelyy1

associated to the RR bands positioned at 382 and
375 cm , respectively, although slightly shiftedy1

w27,28x. While some RR bands(as those at 402,
441 and 480 cm w27,28x) do not appear in they1

Fourier spectrum of pPC(Fig. 4), other bands are
visible in the latter. A band with low intensity
appears at approximately 305 cm and two rela-y1

tively strong bands are visible at approximately
565 and 600 cm . These two last vibrationaly1

features can be overtones of another band situated
at lower frequency.
Three low frequency modes can be observed

between 20 and 80 cm . Also Book et al.w2xy1

found low frequency modes in the 35–55 cmy1

region in pPC, spinach plastocyanin and cerulo-
plasmin, and assigned these vibrational features to
protein phonon-like modes coupled to the optical
excitation. In azurin three vibrational features
between 30 and 80 cm have been observed byy1

pump-probe w4x and RR spectroscopiesw29x.
Nakashima et al.w3x, by studying the charge-
transfer dynamics ofSynechococcus plastocyanin
by ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy, focused the
attention just on these low frequency modes and
attributed the strong and quite broad band observed
at approximately 30 cm to a delocalised modey1

involving the protein skeleton motion. On such a
ground and on the basis of previous inelastic
neutron scattering resultsw30x obtained by some
of the authors, we attribute the low frequency
bands shown in Fig. 4 to collective modes involv-
ing large biomolecule regions. The presence of
these low frequency bands might deserve some
biological relevance: actually quite recently, it has
been shown that collective modes, with large
amplitude around the active site, function as a
mechanism for an enzyme to achieve substrate
recognising specificityw31x.
However, the most prominent feature in the

Fourier spectrum of the protein is the presence of
the vibrational band at 508 cm . As mentionedy1

in the Introduction, this band that has been found
in the pump probe spectra of spinach plastocyanin
w2x, human ceruloplasminw2x and azurinw4x was
not observed in poplar plastocyaninw2x.
As already observed by Book et al.w2x the

assignment of this high frequency band is not
straightforward. At first, such a mode is not present
in the conventional RR spectrum of pPC. Further-
more, it is not due to the solvent contribution
because water does not have any peak in its Raman
spectrum at this frequency and a pump-probe
experiment on the pure solvent did not reveal any
oscillation. In order to better investigate the origin
of this mode, we analysed the residual of Fig. 3b
by LPSVD methodw21x. For the 508-cm modey1

we obtained a time of approximately 300 fs,
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consistent with the excited state lifetime. This
finding, which is found in agreement with those
on other blue copper proteinsw2,4x, suggested that
it is a vibrational feature typical of the excited
state nuclear dynamics. This interpretation would,
however, be in contrast with the expectation that
the optical promotion of an electron to an orbital
with less bonding character causes a decrease in
the excited state vibrational frequency. Actually,
Book et al.w2x proposed a Duschinsky rotation as
a possible source for a frequency increase in the
excited state of spinach plastocyanin and
ceruloplasmin.
The Duschinsky effect arises when an excited

state has a vibrational normal mode coordinate
system that is rotated and translated relative to that
of the ground statew2x. Excited state normal
coordinates are, therefore, formed from linear com-
bination of the ground state normal coordinates of
the same symmetry and the resulting mode fre-
quencies can be remarkably different from the
corresponding ground state frequencies. Book et
al. w2x suggested that if a Duschinsky mixing
occurs among the spinach plastocyanin Raman-
active modes(six modes between 370 and 480
cm ), involving the Cu–S(Cys84) stretch, it isy1

possible that a mode at approximately 500 cmy1

appears in the excited state. A further indication
that a Duschinsky rotation could take place in
pPC, as well as in the other blue copper proteins,
is the presence of an intense band at approximately
800 cm in its RR spectrum composed of they1

overtones and combinations of the plastocyanin
vibrations between 350 and 500 cmw32x.y1

An aspect that needs further comment is con-
nected with the fact that Book et al.w2x, who
observed the 500 cm mode in spinach plasto-y1

cyanin and ceruloplasmin, by exciting at 770 nm,
corresponding to threed–d transitions, did not find
it in pPC. These authors, aiming at obtaining
information on the dynamics of the charge-transfer
state, excited the samples just in correspondence
to the d–d transitions by taking advantage from
the coupling existing between these latter transi-
tions and the Cu–S charge-transfer transition.
Actually, the dominant vibrational modes probed
in their pump-probe experiments were effectively
those resulting from the optical excitation of the

Cu–S(Cys84) bond. Therefore, the observation
that the 500 cm mode appears in pPC when they1

protein is directly excited in the charge-transfer
band, could be an indication that a different cou-
pling between the Cu–S and thed–d transitions
exists in pPC with respect to the other blue copper
proteins studied.
Sando et al.w33x have recently shown that the

Duschinsky mixing can affect sensitively the elec-
tron transfer rate by influencing some relevant
parameters such as the reorganisation energy.
Because the;500 cm band is a characteristicy1

of all the blue copper protein so far studied, it is
conceivable that the Duschinsky effect could play
a fundamental role in the electron transfer proper-
ties of this class of proteins.
In order to obtain further insights relative to the

508 cm mode, we tried to reproduce this vibra-y1

tional band by a classical MD simulation approach
involving the excited state of the copper site. The
MD simulation capabilities to investigate the vibra-
tional character of the pPC ground state have been
recently demonstrated by some of the authorsw16x
by following the approach originally proposed by
Ungar et al.w23x. Very recently, in this work it
has been shown that the main vibrational modes
of the experimental RR spectrum of pPC can be
reproduced by taking the power spectrum of the
temporal evolution of the Cu–S(Cys84) bond
distance of pPC during the MD simulation run.
To our purpose, here we have modelled the

excited state of pPC active site by increasing the
equilibrium bond length in the harmonic Cu–
S(Cys84) interactionw23x. In addition, on the basis
of the new information provided by ultrafast pump-
probe spectroscopy on the excited state and accord-
ing with the hypothesis of a Duschinsky rotation
as source of the 508 cm band, we also changedy1

the force constant of the same bond from 110
kcaly(mol A) of the ground state up to 290 kcaly˚
(mol A).˚
Fig. 5 shows the power spectrum of the Cu–

S(Cys84) bond distance temporal fluctuation for
pPC in the excited state; such a spectrum having
been obtained from a time interval of 800 ps. A
main peak at 511 cm appears and represents ay1

vibration mode of the excited state of pPC obtained
by increasing the force constant of the Cu–
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Fig. 5. Power spectrumP(f), as a function of frequency, of the pPC Cu–S(Cys84) bond distance fluctuations as obtained by eq. 3
and analysed for 800 ps. The main vibrational feature, consistent with the 508 cm mode of the experimental spectrum of Fig. 4,y1

has been reproduced by modelling the excited state of pPC by increasing the equilibrium bond length and the constant force of the
Cu–S(Cys84) bond(see text). The curve has been obtained by the MEM approach implemented in the TISEAN(2.0) packagew34x
by using 128 poles and with 1024 frequencies.

S(Cys84) bond. Such an increase is able to repro-
duce the increase in the mode frequency as
expected from a Duschinsky rotation. Some other
bands, with very low intensity, are visible at
approximately 200–400 cm . The fairly goody1

agreement between the MD and the experimental
results indicates the reliability of the approach here
presented to modellise the excited state of pPC
and gives some support to the hardening of the
excited state modes as resulting from a Duschinsky
rotation.

4. Conclusions

The results of the present pump-probe measure-
ments on pPC are in quantitative agreement with
the previous measurements made by Book and co-
worker w2x, showing that the deactivation of the
pump-induced excited state takes place in a non-
radiative fashion with a time constant of approxi-
mately 280 fs. At variance with these authors, in

the Fourier spectrum of pump-probe signal oscil-
latory component, we observe the 500 cm modey1

already found for some other blue copper proteins
w2,4x. A classical MD study of the excited state of
pPC copper site confirms that this high frequency
mode is typical of the excited state dynamics and
strengthens the hypothesis of a Duschinsky rotation
as source of this vibrational feature. Duschinsky
phenomenon could play an important role facili-
tating the electron transfer process mediated by
blue copper proteins.
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